7 Nights Incentive Programme

Stockholm & Oslo
Combine the Swedish capital, Stockholm with the charm of Oslo in Norway in this 8 day incentive trip.
Day 1
Stockholm & Oslo
Day 1

- **Stockholm**
  Arrival and transfer to the hotel. After a meet and greet at the airport, there is just a short transfer to your hotel of choice. Maybe the beautiful and luxurious Grand Hotel, a hotel fit for stars.

- **Evening**
  Start your Nordic adventure with some Swedish cuisine at the Grand Veranda restaurant.
Day 2
Stockholm & Oslo
Day 2

○ **Morning**

Explore the city’s charm by wandering through the narrow streets of Gamla Stan (Old town), where our guide will tell you all about the hidden gems and unknown facts. Continue to get to know the best of Stockholm with tailor made private visits, based on your personal interest: Royalty, Alfred Nobel, architecture, design, photography, culinary or fashion.

○ **Afternoon**

Lunch will be a traditional lunch at The Gyldene Freden.

After lunch pick-up by boat for a short tour of Stockholm from the seaside and end up at the world famous ABBA museum to discover the Swedish pop culture.

○ **Evening**

Dinner at Gondolen restaurant with an amazing view. With the Stockholm panorama as a backdrop, guests will enjoy ‘food from all the seasons’ as they dine in full view of the impressive Royal palace, imposing Parliament building and charming canal.
Day 3
Stockholm & Oslo
Day 3

- **Morning**
  
  Today’s scenic and informative day trip will take the guests on an ancient boat trip to Drottningholm Palace. The official home of the Royal family. Stroll the gardens or enter the grand building.
  
  Lunch will be served on the boat back.

- **Evening**
  
  Evening is spend at guests’ own leisure.
  
  We will happily recommend restaurants according to the guests needs.
Day 4
Stockholm & Oslo
Morning

At trip to Stockholm without seeing the Vasa museum is like going to Paris and missing the Eifel Tower. The Vasa, a 64-gun warship which sank on her maiden voyage in 1628 and was later salvaged from the Baltic Sea in 1961 is a spectacular sight.

Afternoon

Afternoon is open for shopping or museum visits.

Evening

Dinner will be served at the trendy Nosh and Chow.
Day 5

- **Oslo**
  Transfer to the airport for your onward flight to Norway. Upon arriving in Oslo guests are transferred to the most trendy district - Tjuvholmen.
  Check in at The Thief, the brand new and super trendy hotel. It is one of the latest hot spot additions in Oslo.

- **Afternoon**
  Welcome cocktail at The Thief Roof with amazing view over the city.
  Discover the district during an artsy walk through Tjuvholmen district and a visit to the Modern Art museum Astrup Fearnley.

- **Evening**
  Your first Norwegian food experience will be served at Bølgen og Moi restaurant.
Day 6
Stockholm & Oslo
Day 6

- **Morning**
  
  Start your discovery of Oslo’s city center on foot with the beautiful area of Aker Brygge, the City Hall and the Akershus fortress.

  Lunch will be served at the famous fortress restaurant.

- **Afternoon**
  
  After lunch, your comfort bus will take you to see some of Oslo’s highlights. Visit the Vigeland Park, the largest sculpture park made by one single artist in the world. Then on to Holmenkollen, one of Norway’s most visited tourist attractions, and one of the world’s most famous sports-arenas. It has been used for several big events like the Olympics in 1952.

  Continue your discovery to the peninsula of Bygdøy where you will discover real traditional Norwegian culture at the Open Air Folk museum. Locals in traditional clothing will entertain you with demonstrations of customs, crafts, farming traditions and dance.

- **Evening**
  
  Folklore dinner and entertainment in traditional housing at the open air museum.
Day 7
Stockholm & Oslo
Day 7

- **Morning**
  VIP RIB boat experience in the Oslofjord with luxury lunch at Villa Malla, where you can enjoy Oslo’s “Riviera lifestyle”.

- **Afternoon**
  Afternoon and evening at leisure.
  We recommend the fabulous hotel Spa. Or go shopping on Karl Johans Gata which offers all mainstream shops, as well as designer brands such as Louis Vuitton, Gucci, Michael Kors, etc. and leads all the way to the Royal Palace.
Day 8
Stockholm & Oslo
○ Departure

Time to leave the beautiful Nordic region and fly back home.
Thank you!
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